
Stress Busters 

 

Laughter 

Suggested Programming 

Take this 4-6 week period to advertise this area as a way to manage stress (not to mention all the other 

benefits that go along with laughing).  This is an opportunity to bring your groups together and implement 

some of this organization wide.  Programming is always more fun with a group. 

1
st

  Have a clean joke contest – collect entries one week and have a contest the next and let people vote on the 

funniest joke.  This will get the entire office sharing and comparing their best jokes. 

2
nd

  Have a clean laugh of the day “office wide”.  There are tons of great sayings/cartoons/jokes out there.  Use your 

committee to collect the best ones and hang in a community place and distribute over work mail (when appropriate) as 

an advertisement to take a minute to laugh. 

3
rd

  Have a laughter challenge – We’re including a worksheet entitled “Laugh Much” and it asks you to evaluate what 

makes you laugh and actually schedule laughter into your life.  Give people credit for filling out the form one week and 

putting it into action and reporting the results the next. 

4
th  Host a laughter lunch-n-learn – There isn’t a formal presentation, but have your lunch and learn group evaluate 

their mood and feelings before the program.  Take suggestions of great comedy (Bill Cosby Stand-up, or any other 

suitable scenes from movies, or videos the group may own).  You can also get a lot of this from your local library.  Have 

the group watch and laugh.  Then, at the end of the program re-evaluate their mood and feelings.  A complete game 

changer and a calorie burner. 

Ohhhh, don’t forget to take pictures and brag about what your group is doing at your location.  It may give the others 

great ideas and spread positive morale. 


